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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

Conclusions were drawn as the following. 

(1). There were all types of code mixing used in Arisan among the Balinese in 

Medan namely insertion, alternation, and congruent lexicalization, and the 

most dominant type was insertion. 

(2). The realizations of code mixing used among the Balinese in Medan by mixing 

the word form were content words, selected elements, and single constituent. 

Meanwhile the realization used by mixing the phrases were double, length & 

complexity, and several constituents. The last was the realization used by 

mixing the phone/sound were function words, homophonous dimorphs, and 

morphological integrations, and the most dominant was content and function 

words. 

(3). The reasons for the Balinese mixing their language with  Bahasa Indonesia 

were talking about particular topic, repeating clarification, being empathic 

about something (express solidarity), expressing group identity. Other than 

the four reasons before, there are five new additional reasons that affect 

Balinese in Medan use code mixing in Arisan, they are: depending on 

circumstances/ people around, feeling more familiar/more intimate to the 

interlocutor, maintaining the language from extinction, being prestigious, and 

delivering the content of conversation well, and the most dominant was 

talking about particular topic.  
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5.2 Suggestions 

In relation to the conclusions, suggestions were staged as the following. 

(1).  For  further studies should be carried out by other researchers with more 

natural data to discover another findings from types of code mixing in this or 

other phenomena,  because this research finding have limitation caused by the 

data that have been taken was not naturally got due to the pandemic 

condition.  

(2). For the researchers and the sociolinguists who are interested on a research 

about code mixing, to observe realization with recording technique of 

collecting data, because the data that have gotten here was not satisfactory 

done due to the pandemic condition that limit to make a gathering where the 

data should be recorded.  

 (3). for all ethnics in Indonesia to use code mixing intensively with  ethnic 

language, as one of the effort to maintain the language, as discovered in this 

research finding that to maintaining the language from extinction is one of the 

additional reason that lead people to mix the code.  

 

 

 

 

  


